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K&F Concept Beta V6 20L Camera Backpack
With the waterproof K&F Concept Beta V6 backpack, every place you visit can become an inspiring backdrop for your photos and videos.
Easy  access  to  your  camera  or  laptop,  secure  storage  of  accessories,  and  comfort  even  during  full-day  excursions  make  it  an
indispensable companion for every photographer and filmmaker. The backpack has a capacity of 20 liters, and with a load capacity of up
to 21 kg, you can comfortably carry all your equipment anywhere.
 
Organization Made Easy
The K&F Concept Beta V6 backpack offers a 20-liter capacity and has been carefully designed to allow storage of both personal items like
clothing,  wallet,  or  phone,  as  well  as  flashlights  and  professional  photography  equipment.  A  separate  laptop  compartment  can
accommodate  a  device  up  to  15.6  inches,  while  the  lower  compartment  easily  fits  one  camera  and  four  lenses,  along  with  other
accessories, and even a DJI drone.
 
Convenient Access
The  ability  to  fully  open  the  back  of  the  backpack  makes  organizing  equipment  easy,  and  quick  access  from  the  side  allows  for  the
retrieval of necessary gear in a short amount of time - even when the product is worn on the back.
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High-Quality Materials
All seams of the K&F Concept Beta V6 backpack have been reinforced, providing a load capacity of up to 21 kg. The product is made of
waterproof  and tear-resistant  high-density  900D nylon.  High-quality  zippers  add extra  security.  The sturdy construction  with  PE board
and EPE foam provides cushioning and reduces the load, protecting photographic equipment.
 
Travel Comfort
Air-permeable  mesh  straps  and  ergonomically  padded  backrest  provide  coolness  and  comfort  during  use.  Additionally,  an  adjustable
chest strap keeps the shoulder straps in place, reducing the load, and inner pockets allow for the storage of small items such as filters
and adapter rings. The hidden front pocket is dedicated to everyday accessories, and side pockets can hold a water bottle or umbrella.
 
Manufacturer
K&F Concept
Model
KF13.087AV6
Capacity
20 liters
Dimensions
44 x 18 x 30 cm

Preço:

€ 110.00

Foto, Wideo  Akcesoria  Plecaki
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